ACC Meeting
November 10, 2017

Attending: Aprille Black, Frances Clerk, Daniel Rice, David Remington, Deborah Lekan, Fatih Ogus, Maurize Tyler, Gloria Thornton, Nick Young, Amy Brown

- **Aprille Black**: Review of October minutes with corrections noted
- **Aprille Black**: Online learning committee - Project started about 2 years ago. Dana wanted to “how how to help faculty members teach online. An 8-week course has been created and starts January 2018. Sign up in December/January. Final edits not quite ready. Basically it is self paced. Will open modules early. The course will be discussion-based with cohort. They will share their assignments with each other. There will be opportunity to meet Virtually Face-to-Face and Amy Brown of UTLC ITC will be the course facilitator. It is designed for new faculty and others who have not taught online, but any instructors may choose to sign up.

**Fatih Ogus**: SOE trying do a similar thing for their new faculty.

--------------------------

**Nick Young**: ITS accounts page - there is an accounts eligibility page. Faulty working with HR staff person can enter an EPAF. For 9 month employees, make sure your EPAF for next semester is arranged - there is a 14 day grace period before accounts are closed.

--------------------------

**Gloria Thornton**: ATPC form - update and review.

Arts and Science needs to survey faculty -
Aprille has asked for ACC input.

Topics for ATPC Consideration:
- Data Storage Roadmap.
- Exam proctoring solutions - own category.
- Lecture capture playback added camtasia as example.
- Mass Email - reducing emails students prefer to get email but they get so many they miss things.
- Data survey - lots not under single sign on. That's a concern (pearson etc.)
- Interactive Video Solution
- Frances asked about Doceri. Screencasting software.
- High performance computing and gig data support.
- GIS
- Enhanced Accessibility for Technology services
- Data classification and security education
- Analytics and informatics and data visualization tools

This list will be refined at the next ATPC meeting on December 1st.

April will send survey to ACC members for input.

**Aprille Black:** Shared the New accessibility icon in Canvas

**Nick Young** - We are beta testing mounting of Box. spring 2018 hope to have that working
*(not sure what this means...we will need to edit this when we review the minutes.)*

End at 11:10am